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Exceptional Wildlife Encounters

Combine the thrill of encountering wild African animals in their natural 
habitat with the luxurious relaxing comforts of a private 5-star lodge.
With an expert ranger-guide to drive you each day and a staff of three providing perfect hospitality 

you’ll enjoy the ultimate safari experience and take home truly unforgettable memories. 

Bring your family and friends to make up a small party and then relax and let our team treat you all to 

a week’s immersion in the magic of African wildlife. There are four options to choose from, including a 

2-week bespoke itinerary that takes in Victoria Falls and Cape Town, too.

See the Big Five – Lion, Elephant, Rhinoceros, Leopard and Buffalo – plus so many other wonderful 

animals at Pilanesberg Wildlife Park. The animals are truly free – not tracked, nor fed – and the ranger 

guide will help you discover their diets and habitats, routines and family members - and even point 

out known individuals within a herd or pride. Bring your cameras and sketch-pads to capture those 

special moments.
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Luxury safaris among Pilanesberg’s unforgettable wildlife

A private personalised five-star experience - an unbeatable combination
• The guest lodge is gated and within the Black Rhino private area of the wonderful Pilanesberg Wild-

life Park. The lodge is yours, just for you, during your stay. 

• Your group has a choice of four separate guest chalets – 2 bed and 4 bed – with a luxury bathroom 

and private outside shower, too. A further central chalet has a dining area, lounge and TV, bar and 

pool table, and a fully fitted kitchen and utility. Outside, a further dining area with braai and  

bar-b-cue, pool and spa tub are all arranged perfectly so you can enjoy every second, all to yourselves.

• Our Safaris are for 7 nights and include two safari drives every day with an expert ranger-guide. 

You’ll venture out in a purpose built fully-equipped open vehicle with excellent high-level viewing 

and in perfect safety. Your guide takes you to the best vantage points each day and will identify  

bird-calls and animals calls long before you see them!

• Your lodge is a short flight from Cape Town or car journey from Johannesburg – it’s easy to get to 

and there’s no malaria risk in the Park.
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Pricing Guide

Platinum Savannah Safari - hosted by Adrien Bramoullé

 14 nights, up to 6 guests   42,000 EUR  [approx. 47,000 USD or 36,000 GBP]

Extended bespoke itinerary, all inclusive, Cape Town, Stellenbosch, Victoria Falls, 

Pilanesberg safari and private lodge, balloon flight, Sun City trip, all transfers.

Gold Savannah Safari - hosted by Adrien Bramoullé 

 7 nights, up to 8 guests   26,000 EUR   [approx. 29,000 USD or 22,500 GBP]

Bespoke itinerary, all inclusive, Pilanesberg safari and private lodge, balloon flight,  Sun 

City trip, all transfers.

Silver Savannah Safari

 7 nights, up to 8 guests  16,000 EUR  [approx. 18,000 USD or 14,000 GBP]

Classic itinerary, all meals and drinks, safari at the Pilanesberg lodge, optional extras.

Self-Catering Safari

 7 nights, up to 10 guests   9,000 EUR  [approx. 10,000 USD or 8,000 GBP]

Classic itinerary, safari at the Pilanesberg luxury lodge, optional extras.
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Pilanesberg Wildlife Park

Just two hours’ drive from Johannesburg, Pilanesburg Park is unique, the site of an ancient volcano 

which provides 57,000 hectares of naturally diverse habitat for its unusually large variety of native 

animals. From hilltops and rocky outcrops, to grassy plains, scrub thickets and watering holes the park 

offers natural vantage points and carefully chosen hides from which to view and study animals and 

their daily routines. Savannah Safaris’ expert ranger–guide drives you twice each day to explore and 

seek out these precious animals - grazing, playing or dozing - around each corner. 

Adrien Bramoullé - Platinum and Gold Vacations Host

French born owner and host Adrien Bramoullé grew up in South Africa and was involved in the 

creation of Pilanesberg Wildlife Park. With many years of experience in both the veterinary sector and 

later in luxury hospitality, he provides top quality safari experiences for exclusive small groups from all 

over the world. 
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Emily, a Savannah Guest writes . . .

We spent a week at the lodge in January for our honeymoon with our close family 
and friends and couldn’t have asked for more. Everything was Perfect. The accom-
modation was incredibly beautiful, the knowledge of our guide exceptional and we 

were taken care of from the minute we arrived to the minute we left. 

There is not one thing I would change, my dream really did come true. 

Call Us

Call now to talk through your safari ideas and options with 
our expert, friendly consultant:

T. 0044 7590 287 178
email: discover@savannah-safaris.com 

Savannah Safaris offers luxury Platinum, Gold, Silver and Self-catering 
safari vacation packages. See more at:

www.savannah-safaris.com


